Dear Dr. ______________________,
Thank you for everything that you are doing for students and developing progressive
education initiatives. I appeal to you as an expert in education innovations.
I am Founder and CEO of Edu Future Corporation. We develop innovative Case-lessons
based on the unique 7W® methodology. We help teachers, students, parents, and
lifelong learners in the interdisciplinary study of objects, phenomena and concepts in a
combination of fundamental knowledge and practical applications in the real world.
For this purpose, we created the biggest collection of Case-lessons in the world (650
items) for different ages, themes and languages. They are packed in super modern
suitable online format, and much better than ordinary school lessons. The students enjoy
it and get wonderful results.
They accept knowledge deeper, faster and memorize for longer. It changes schools
dramatically and became the most fashionable educational tool now.
With our Edu Future 7W® Education platform (5 million unique visitors monthly,
worldwide) http://edufuture.biz/landing/ , we took part in such international contests, as
XQ (USA, organized by Laurene Jobs, Apple, 2016), HundrED (Finland), and The Yidan
Prize (Hong Kong, 2017), with a mission to create a better world through education, and
we got the special recognition of our advanced learning materials – Case-lessons.
Now we apply to the new International Contest and ask for your expert support or advice.
We would really appreciate to have an independent short feedback or review from you –
as an international education expert, who can assess the 7W® case-lessons objectively
and professionally.
Would you be so kind to look through an example of 7W® case-lesson and give a short
feedback on the product! Case-lesson «Smartphone» http://ishop.edufuture.biz/uploads/smart.pdf
Thank you for your attention and time.
Sincerely yours,
Vladimir Spivakovsky, Ph.D
President of Edu Future
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